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NBR to integrate database with power cos

The National Board of Revenue would integrate its electronic taxpayers’ identification number (e-TIN) system with

the online billing systems of power distribution companies to enforce the provision of mandatory TINs for

electricity connections in urban areas across the country. The revenue board in the budget for the current fiscal

year 2019-2020 made TINs mandatory for getting and maintaining electricity connection by all types of people,

including house owners and businesspeople, in city corporations, cantonment boards and municipalities in district

headquarters. Previously, TIN was mandatory only for electricity connection for commercial purpose. Income tax

officials said that the board had already identified a set of necessary activities, including integration between the

electricity bill collection software of electricity distribution companies and NBR’s e-TIN system to ensure the

implementation of the provision. According to the income tax law, the state-owned electricity distribution

companies would not provide electricity connections without TINs. Under the plan of the NBR, consumers would

have to submit a copy of TIN with their electricity bills to the state-owned electricity distribution companies, they

said.
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/83571/nbr-to-integrate-database-with-power-cos

MCCI fears 6.0pc inflation in Sept

A spike in inflationary pressure is projected for September on the back of a rising trend in the prices of key

commodities in the international market. Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Dhaka (MCCI)

predicted the overall point-to-point inflation close to 6.0 per cent at the end of this month. However, Bangladesh

Bureau of Statistics (BBS) earlier estimated the overall inflation at 5.52 per cent for June 2019. MCCI has drawn this

picture of inflation in its latest publication styled 'Review of Economic Situation in Bangladesh April-June 2019'

issued on Wednesday. In the fortnight ending July 2019, MCCI said, the price of parboiled Indian rice (5.0 per cent

broken) rose by 1.6 per cent to $375 per tonne. Rice is the important commodity as it has the highest weight in

measuring the inflation. The price of West Bengal coarse rice and that of the staple in Dhaka rose by 1.5 per cent

and 1.2 per cent at $336 and $333 per tonne respectively. The prices of Thai (5.0 per cent) and Vietnam (15 per

cent) white rice fell by 1.5 per cent and 3.7 per cent to $392 and $313 per tonne respectively.

http://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/mcci-fears-60pc-inflation-in-sept-

1567621628
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terminal-fee-1567621656

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/institutions-backing-stocks-too-1795783

Petrobangla, IFIC Bank ink MoU to pay LNG terminal fee

State-run Petrobangla on Wednesday signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with IFIC Bank Ltd. to

facilitate payment of terminal fee to Summit LNG Terminal Co Ltd. Petrobangla will make payment to Summit

against the use of latter's LNG (liquefied natural gas) terminal through the IFIC Bank under this agreement.

Summit's LNG terminal started supplying re-gasified LNG (R-LNG) to the country's national grid since April last.

Currently two LNG terminals, including the first one owned by US based Excelerate Energy, are in operation at

Moheshkhali island in the Bay of Bengal. The terminals are now supplying around 567 million cubic feet per day

(mmcfd) of LNG in total against their capacity to re-gasify around 1,000 mmcfd, according to Petrobangla data as

on Tuesday. This R-LNG supply is around 15.1 per cent of the country's overall natural gas output of 3,200 mmcfd.
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BSEC to allow CSE to inspect 4 low-profile cos

The Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission is likely to allow the Chittagong Stock Exchange to investigate

production and financial accounts of four companies under the ‘Z’ category, which groups low-profile scrips. The

CSE on August 2 sought permission of market regulator BSEC to conduct inspection at the factories of Samata

Leather Complex, Imam Button, Beximco Synthetics and Information Services Network. The port city bourse

wanted to look into their status of production as well as affairs of the companies. BSEC officials said that the

officials concerned with the issue had recommended that the commission approve the CSE request and the

commission might accept the recommendation. The four companies have been kept in the ‘Z’-category for years as

the companies failed to provide dividends to their shareholders.

http://www.newagebd.net/article/83575/bsec-to-allow-cse-to-inspect-4-low-profile-cos

Institutions backing off from stocks too

Institutional investors, who were supposed to be cool heads in the sea of jittery retail investors, are selling off

more shares than they are buying and in so doing causing a slump. In the last 15 days, institutions -- which include

merchant banks, financial institutions and state-owned Investment Corporation of Bangladesh -- have sold stocks

amounting to Tk 1,000 crore and bought stocks worth Tk 800 crore, according to the Dhaka Stock Exchange. During

the period, DSEX, the benchmark index of the DSE, slid 237 points to close at 4,986.37 points yesterday. It lost Tk

15,971 crore in market capitalisation. “Some of the institutions were forced to sell shares to adjust their margin

loans,” said a senior merchant banker requesting not to be named. Buyers are paltry in comparison to the sheer

volume of stocks pushing to be sold, which is causing the market to fall, he said. Meanwhile, analysts said

measures taken by the regulator in May this year to boost the stock market did not work as they ignored the key

problem: the liquidity crisis. 
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http://www.newagebd.net/article/83573/ultratech-to-sell-bangladeshs-unit-to-heidelbergcement

UltraTech Cement Limited, a major market player in India’s cement market, is in the final stage of selling its stake in 

Emirates Cement Bangladesh that produces cement under the brand name of ‘UltraTech Cement’. UltraTech

Cement Middle East Investments Limited, a subsidiary of UltraTech Cement Limited, owns the cement maker in

Bangladesh. The move of the entity has come within nine years of acquiring Emirates Cement Bangladesh amid

extensive business competition along with rising operation cost in the country. To this end, UltraTech, a concern of

Indian business conglomerate Aditya Birla Group, has started a process of finalising deal with another multinational

Germany-based HeidelbergCement Group’s subsidiary in Bangladeash — HeidelbergCement Bangladesh Limited.

Both the parties — UltraTech and HeidelbergCement, publicly listed companies — have already started taking

regulatory approval in this regard but are yet to make any public announcement. 

SME Vai: A one-stop business service platform for SMEs

Small and medium enterprises (SMEs) are easy to start, require minimum capital, employ a comparatively larger

number of people and produce goods that meet local demands while contributing to export earnings. While SMEs

continue to play a critical role in the economic development and creation of opportunities in Bangladesh, several

studies have found that the potential of small and medium enterprises is yet to be fully utilised in the country. To

tap the potential of SMEs and provide aspiring SME entrepreneurs a knowledge base to start with, Mahadi Hasan

Sagor and Md Saimum Hossain, two young tech entrepreneurs, have created SME Vai—a one-stop digital platform

for SMEs. SME Vai offers a combination of a cloud-based self-service platform and service marketplace for SMEs to

tackle various challenges that may hamper their success. For instance, using SME Vai, an SME can easily manage its

books of accounts and financial dealings. 
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UltraTech to sell Bangladesh’s unit to HeidelbergCement

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/214205

Hall-Mark may get a lifeline

In the most absurd turn of events, Finance Minister AHM Mustafa Kamal yesterday said steps are on way to

defibrillate the disgraced Hall-Mark Group that made off with about Tk 3,000 crore from Sonali Bank. Although he

remained circumspect about the steps being taken to resuscitate the duplicitous business group, Hall-Mark’s

recent moves suggest it is pushing to avail the Bangladesh Bank’s relaxed loan rescheduling policy for defaulters.

Hall-Mark has appealed to Sonali Bank to reschedule its default loans amounting to Tk 3,000 crore. But the group

does not want to give fresh down payment to reschedule the loans. In an audacious move, Hall-Mark has

requested the bank to consider its previous payments against its loans -- as down payment. But under the central

bank’s relaxed policy that is currently open, defaulters must make a 2 percent down payment to reschedule their

loans for 10 years, including one year’s grace period, at 9 percent interest rate.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/hall-mark-may-get-lifeline-1795807
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Brexit-worn Britain looks on track for recession: PMI

Britain's economy is in serious danger of entering its first recession since the financial crisis as business confidence

wilts in the Brexit chaos, a closely watched business survey showed on Wednesday. Growth in Britain’s dominant

services sector slowed to a crawl in August and business expectations were at their lowest in more than three

years, according to the IHS Markit/CIPS UK Services Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI). Its headline reading fell to

50.6 from 51.4 in July — barely above the 50 barrier between growth and contraction. A Reuters poll of

economists had pointed to a reading of 51.0. The survey added to questions over Britain’s ability to bounce back

from an economic contraction in the second quarter when a hangover from the stockpiling boom before the

original Brexit deadline in March hit output. PMI compiler IHS Markit said the overall economy looked on track to

shrink again in the July-September period at a quarterly rate of 0.1 percent — a result that would officially herald a

recession. Signs the economy is fading will raise the stakes in the political crisis gripping Britain.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/global-business/news/brexit-worn-britain-looks-track-

recession-pmi-1795714
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.


